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According to the progress of synthesizing low-dimensional magnetic compounds, much atten
tion has been paid to quantum antiferromagnets in which characteristic spin-gaps appear between 
singlet ground-states and triplet excited-states. In fact, magnetic Raman spectra in oxides com
pounds of CaV205 (so-called spin ladders) have been recently reported by Konstantinovic et al, 
Phys. Rev. B61, 15185(2000). In the present work, we show the numerical reproduction of 
magnetic Raman spectra on the basis of exchange-scattering mechanism corresponding to these 
quantum antiferromagnetic materials. In calculation, the exact diagonalization and perturba
tion method are used. In CaV205, the observed characteristic features of line-shape at 795cm-1 

has the quite asymmetric and broad structure. In this paper, we obtain the numerical results 
which agree quite well with those features without adjustable parameters. Furthermore, this 
method is applied to analysis of Raman spectra in SrCu2 (B03 )2, which is well confirmed as the 
Shastry-Sutherland model. 
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§1. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum antiferromagnets have no Neel ordering of 
magnetic moments, though the strong exchange interac
tion are contained between magnetic ions. 

In fact, much attention has been paid to characteristic 
spin-gaps between singlet ground states and triplet ex
cited states in these materials. As for these systems, the 
investigation of low-lying exited states including triplets 
should be made both on experimental and theoretical 
aspects [1,2] in order to understand essential properties 
caused by quantum magnetism. Here, we remark the 
spectra in oxides compounds of CaV205 (so-called spin 
ladders), which have been recently reported [3]. Corre
sponding such the experiments, we show the numerical 
reproduction of magnetic Raman spectra on the basis of 
exchange-scattering mechanism in this work. In calcula
tion, the exact diagonalization and perturbation method 
are used. In CaV20 5, the observed characteristic fea
tures of line-shape which is quite asymmetric and broad 
have been reported [3]. Now, we get the numerical re
sults which agree quite well with those features with
out adjustable parameters. On the basis of this work 
for Ca V 20 5, the present method of analyzing magnetic 
Raman spectra is adopted to those for new cupper com
pound SrCu2(B03 )2, which is called Shastry-Sutherland 
Quantum Antiferromagetic model [4]. 

§2. THORY AND EXPERIMENT 

In Raman spectra, the magnetic peaks are found in 
the quantum antiferromagnetic systems where the sin
glet ground states appear essentially accompanied by the 
singlet-triplet spin gappes. However, we would like to 
emphasize that the method of the explanation of those 
spectra for quantum antiferromagnetic systems with spin 

gap has not been confirmed up to now. 
In fact, the experiment of Raman scattering in 

Ca V20 5 which has antiferromagnetic ladder with two 
legs has been reported quite recently [3]. In this com
pound, the 1/2-spin is located on each lattice point of 
y4+, i.e. this antiferromagnetic system is half-filled. 
In particular, the characteristic peaks due to magnetic 
scattering have been found in low temperature region of 
T < 180K as shown in Fig.l. 

The positions of such peaks are around 800cm-1 , 

which corresponds to twice the spin gap li9 = 562K= 
398cm-1 [5,6]. Though the significant asymmetric shape 
for this peaks have been pointed out [3] in those spec
tra, the origin of the significant asymmetric shape has 
not been made clear up to now. In fact, the authors 
in [3] have tried to explain the shapes of peaks by the 
use of density of states (DOS) of magnon bands in 
one-dimensional systems. However, the shape of DOS 
is almost symmetric, because it closely reflects one
dimensional characters. 

Therefore, we discuss, in this paper, the exchange
scattering spectra constructed by the perturbation 
method for Jc/ Jr on the basis of the application of 
Loudon-Fleury theory [7] for magnetic Raman scatter
ing. Such the application is shown schematically in Fig.2, 
where two adjacent singlet dimers turn into two adjacent 
triplet dimers by the scattering process of light [8,9]. 

§3. MODEL 

Here, we consider a Heisenberg ladder with antiferro
magnetic exchange coupling Jr for the rung and Jc for 
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Fig. 1. Observed Raman spectra for CaV205 (ref.[2]) in the re
gion of 600 ~ 1050cm -l. Quite an asymmetric shape of the peak 
asiggned as 2L'>.9 is found at 800 ~ 900cm- 1 The schematic il
lustration of ladder system is also shown in the upper part. 
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Fig. 2. The mechanism of the exchange scattering in the quan
tum antiferromagnetic systems. Two adjacent singlet dimers 
turn into two adjacent triplet dimers by the scattering process 
of light. 

the leg. The present spin Hamiltonian is 

(3.1) 
<i,j> <i' ,j'> 

where i and j denote sites at which spins si and sj are 
located. Here, the summation is made for nearest neigh
hors on rungs and legs. 

In this quantum antiferromagnetic system whose 
ground state is singlet, the so-called spin gap (~9 ) cor
responding to the transition from the singlet state to the 
triplet excited one appears. In cases of le/ lr "'0.1, the 
energy of this gap is estimated to be about around 0.9lr. 

The Raman spectra are generally represented [10,11] 
as the dynamical Raman response function 

1 't 1 ' 
I(w) = -; · Im('/foiHR · D · HRI'/fo), (3.2) 

where, D = w + Eo + io - fi~adder. 
We consider that the temperature T is quite low in com
parison with the spin gap ~9 /kB. Here, fiR called the 
radiation operator [7,10,11] expresses the interaction be
tween lights and spins as 

fiR= L (Einc. d~j)(Esc. ~j)Si. sj, (3.3) 
<i,j> 

where Einc and Esc are polarization vectors of incident 
and scattered lights. Here, ~j is the distance vector 
between i and j spin sites. The exchange interactions Si . 
S1 play an important role to this scattering process. In 
fiR, the summation means bonds for nearest neighbors 
of spin sites. 

On the basis of results obtained by exact diagonaliza
tion in relatively small systems (spin-number=20), the 
perturbation method is adopted in large systems (spin
number=lOO) to the problem of the shape of peak for 
twice the spin gap. The detail of the procedure for the 
numerical calculation is discussed in other publications 
[8,9]. The exchange interaction le is adopted to the per
turbation, because the ratio of le/ lr is nealy 0.1 in the 
present material. Energy positions and spectra are cal
culated by the second order perturbation. 

§4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUS
SION 

The calculated spectra for (2~9 ) in the system of N = 
50 x 2 are shown in Fig.3. Here, the periodic boundary 
condition is adopted. 

The agreement of spectra between the present calcu
lation and the observed spectra at 795cm-1 in CaV2 0 5 

reported by Konstantinovic et al. [3] as shown in Fig.1 is 
quite well. As for this peak, we would like to point out 
that this peak should be treated as the transitions from 
the singlet ground state to the singlet excited states [14] 
apart from the traditional picture [7] of magnons [13,14]. 

In the ladder system for le/ lr « 1, the dimer or
dering on rungs presents the almost adequate view of 
magnetic properties. In fact, we discuss the spectra ob
tained by the numerical calculation from the viewpoint 
of the transition from the singlet ground state which is 
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Fig. 3. The calculated shape for exchange-scattering spectra in 
the case of le/ lr = 0.1. The wavy shape is artificially caused 
by the width of 8 in (3.2). 

described as the dimer ordering on rungs. In addition to 
the condition of the optical transition between r points, 
the characters for properties in the symmetry of these 
excited levels corresponding to the Raman active peaks 
are assigned singlet composed of even number of triplets 
made by fiR in (3.3). 

In order to discuss excited states corresponding to 
2~9 , we adopt the bases where two triplet dimers are lo
cated on rungs whose number is 50 C2 = 1225. The tran
sition by fiR of (3.3) from the ground state expressed as 
the ordering of singlet dimers on rungs occurs to bases 
in excited levels where the triplet dimers are made for 
adjacent rungs. In consideration of this property, we in
vestigated patterns of triplet dimers on rungs in excited 
states. These patterns have been discussed in other pub
lication [9]. In fact, comparing this result of the per
turbation method and exact numerical diagonalization 
[1,2], we can show that the corresponding excited state 
mainly includes the triplet pairs on adjacent rungs. The 
intensity to this excited state is quite strong, because the 
Raman scattering is caused by fiR of (3.3) which has the 
exchange interaction for adjacent sits. 
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Fig. 4. Shastry-Sutherland model of quantum antiferromagetic 
systems is illustrated at the upper part, where solid and dashed 
lines mean antiferromagnetic bonds for h and h. At the lower 
part, the calculated exchange-scattering spectra for h / h =0 .1 
is shown. 
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Fig. 5. The calculated spectra for h/h=0.2. 

Here, the exchage interactions of the first nearest 
neighbors are antiferromagnetic expressed as h, while 
those for second nearest neighbors are also antiferro
magnetic written as J2 • we discuss,in this paper, the 
calculated spectra by the use of the exact diagonaliza
tion method for various ratios of h/ J1 on the basis of 
theoretical investigation discussed in section 2. 

In short, we consider a Heisenberg model, whose spin 
Hamiltonian is 

HA S-S- J s - 1 

1stn.n.bonds 2ndn.n.bonds 

I: si . sj + h I: si' . sj', 
<i,j> <i' ,j' > 

§5. 

(5.1) 

'SHASTRY-SUTHERLAND QUANTUM AN- wherle itadnd j denote sites at which spins si and Sj 
TIFERROMAGNETIC SYSTEMS are oca e . In this quantum antiferromagnetic system 

whose ground state is singlet under the condition of 
We proceed our calculation to the Exchange

Scattering Spectra in Shastry-Sutherland Quantum An
tiferromagetic Systems [15,16]. The structure of antifer
romagnetic bonds assigned as h and h is shown in the 
upper part of Fig.4. 

h/11 < 0.6, the so-called spin gap (~9 ) correspond
ing to the transition from the singlet state to the triplet 
excited one appears. [4,16,17,18,19] Needless to say, the 
properties of this system are dominated by the ratios of 
h/11. 
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Fig. 6. The calculated spectra for h/ h = 0.3. 
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Fig. 7. The calculated spectra for h/J1 = 0.5. In overall, we 
can find four structures corresponding to the observed ones in 
[4]. 

As a result of numerical study, we show the calculated 
spectra in Fig.4, 5,6 and 7, where values of J2/ It are 0.1, 
0.2, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. 

We suggest that the 28.9 line clearly appears at 2lt at 
J2/J1 = 0.1,while this line are spread into several ones 
around J1 < 2h at J2f J1 = 0.5. Furthermore, we would 
like to point out that the line of 38.9 is get close to 2.2J1 

with increasing h / J 1· 
The comparison between present calculations and ob

served spectra [4] in SrCu2(B03 )2 in relation with other 
several theoretical repots [16,17,18,19,20] for this model 
is the future subject. 
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Note added in proof- On the basis of the calculation 
for spin-correlation functions between sites for bonds J 1 

and h, we have found the phase transition of the ground 
state at 0.6 < h/ J1 < 0. 7 in this Shastry-Sutherland 
quantum antiferromagnetic system. 
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